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Innovative TX-4 Tile Saw

MK Diamond Products’ new TX-4 Tile Saw features an advance tracking system with flexible bellows covering the guide bar that shields the guide bar and the linear bearing from water and slurry. This cuts down on cleaning, maintenance, eliminates the need for regular lubrication and insures the table will travel smoothly cut after cut, day after day.

Cutting larger tile requires a bigger cutting table that is accurate. The TX-4 has a large, aluminum cutting table with a rubber, non-slip surface for precise cutting. The additional side extension table provides greater support for larger materials. The saw’s maximum length of cut is 24” and it diagonally cuts 18” material. The 10” diameter diamond blade delivers a 3-1/2” depth of cut.

Slurry and water containment are always a concern on the jobsite. By controlling the amount of water and the spray you can create a cleaner working environment. The TX-4 water distribution system provides a controllable, even flow to both sides of the blade with an easy access water control valve located adjacent to the blade guard. There are two detachable water containment trays that reduce the amount of water overspray and slurry. The unique side water containment tray slides with the cutting table making for a cleaner workplace.

The TX-4 is designed with a spring assisted cutting head to allow for plunge cutting. Adjusting the cutting head for 45-degree cuts takes only a moment. It can also cut 22.5-degree miters for V-cap.

The powerful 1-3/4 horsepower, 15-amp motor provides enough power to effectively cut a wide range of materials. A specially designed motor housing protects the motor from cutting debris and moisture, while circulating air to keep the motor cool. The powerful 1-3/4 horsepower, 15-amp motor provides enough power to effectively cut a wide range of material. MK Diamond offers an exclusive variety of TX series of diamond blades that include tile, porcelain, stone, glass and masonry blades. The TX Series has a 1” arbor that differentiates them from typical wet cutting blades available on the market.

The TX-4 includes 10” wet cutting tile blade, submersible water pump, rip guide with protractor, side and rear water trays and side table.

At 85 lbs, the TX-4 is a lightweight saw with the features, power and durability that professionals look for in a precision tool. MK Diamond Products, Inc. has been American-owned since 1868. For more information call 800/421-5830 or visit www.mkdiamond.com.